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Abstract
Optimization of a laser produced plasma (LPP) X-ray source has been performed by analyzing K-shell
emission spectra of Al plasma at a laser intensity of 1013-1014 W/cm2. The effect of varying the laser
intensity on the emissivity of the K-shell resonance lines is studied and found to follow a power law, E α
Iα with α=2.2, 2.3, 2.4 for Heβ, Heγ, Heδ respectively. The emission of these resonance lines has been
found to be heavily anisotropic. A Python language based code has been developed to generate an
intensity profile of K-shell spectral lines from the raw data. In theoretical calculations, the temperature is
estimated by taking the ratio of the Li-like satellite (1s22p-1s2p3p) and the Heβ (1s2-1s3p) resonance line
and the ratio of the He-like satellite (1s2p-2p2) and the Lyα (1s-2p) resonance line. To determine the
plasma density, stark broadening of the Lyβ spectral line is used. Simulation was carried out using the
FLYCHK code to generate a synthetic emission spectrum. The results obtained by FLYCHK are Te=160
eV, Th=1 keV, f=0.008, ne=5 x 1020 cm-3 and the analytical model resulted Te=260-419 eV and ne=3x1020
cm-3.
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1. Introduction
Laser produced plasma (LPP) is a brilliant source for X-ray production. The high density and temperature
of plasma produced by focusing a high power laser makes it an ideal media for production of X-ray
sources. These X-rays have several applications in various fields of science. These X-ray sources can be
used as a probe for the study of high density phenomenon by using them as a back-lighter in extreme
matter physics [1] which allows us to determine the opacity of materials [2]. Opacity plays a key role in
radiation diffusion modeling of stars [3] and in inertial confinement fusion (ICF) for accurate modeling of
radiative hydrodynamics. The use of these LPP X-rays in X-ray radiography of shocked material which is
opaque to optical light [4-5], lithography [6], X-ray microscopy [7], radiobiology [8], photo pumped Xray lasing, efficient soft X-ray emission for indirect drive fusion scheme [9] etc. shows its importance.
Optimization of these X-ray sources is essential for the development of effective and compact X-ray
sources. The X-ray line spectra emitted from hot dense plasmas provide an important diagnostic tool to
infer local plasma parameters such as temperature, density and ionization states. Many authors have
successfully theoretically and experimentally analyzed the spectra [10-11] emitted from dense plasmas of
various materials irradiated with intense laser pulses. K-shell spectra, including resonance lines of
Hydrogen (1s-np, n > 2) and Helium (1s2-1snp, n > 2) like ions (H-like and He-like) along with associated
satellites are particularly interesting because the spectrum is relatively simple and easy to model. High
precision numerical calculations of various atomic characteristics make these spectra a convenient tool for
the investigation of physical processes occurring in the solar corona [12].These resonance lines, also
known as ionic lines, are due to the transition of electrons in highly charged species present in plasma
such as H-like, He-like etc. There has been considerable interest in satellite emission appearing on the
long wavelength side of resonance lines. These satellites, arising from doubly excited configurations, are
particularly useful as a diagnostic tool because they are less sensitive to opacity effects. The relative
intensity of these satellites to their parent resonance line provides a valuable diagnostic for the
measurement of various plasma parameters. These dielectronic satellites of spectral lines of multiply

charged ions have been investigated actively during the last several years [13-15]. There are also several
calculations have been done using a multi-configuration Dirac–Fock method with the addition of quantum
electrodynamics as well as Breit corrections to estimate density and temperature of plasmas using Li-like
ions of mid Z [16-17]. In general, the X-ray emission from a planar target irradiated with an intense laser
is considered as isotropic and several models use this basis. It has been shown that there is a large
deviation from the isotropic nature of Bremsstrahlung X-ray flux due to a change in plasma opacity with
respect to target normal [18].
In this paper, a detailed study of the K-shell X-ray emission spectrum generated by 30 J, 500 ps
Nd: Glass laser, focused to an intensity of 1013-2x1014 W/cm2 is presented. The angular dependency of Kshell resonance lines flux of the Al plasma has been studied by rotating the target normal with respect to
detector.
2. Experimental setup:
The experiment was carried out using Nd: Glass laser which provides an output energy of 30 J per pulse
with pulse duration of 500 ps. The laser was incident on a 10 mm thick Al slab and focused to a spot size
of 120 µm using an f/5 lens, yielding a peak intensity of 2x1014 W/cm2. The experimental chamber was
evacuated to a pressure 4x10-5 mbar. An X-ray crystal spectrometer using a Thallium Acid Phthalate
(TAP) crystal placed at 45o with respect to laser axis was used for the line emission studies in spectral
range of 5.5-7.5Å which enabled us to measure He-β, γ, δ, ε and H-like lines. These resonance lines are
due to Al XII, Al XIII and Al XIV ions. Two stacked aluminized polycarbonate foils (Alexander Vacuum
Research, Inc., trade name: B-10) having 1/e cutoff of 0.9 keV were used to prevent the scattered visible
light from entering the plasma chamber. The TAP crystal spectrally resolves X-ray emission from the
laser produced plasma, these reflected X-rays were detected by X-ray CCD camera (Model VISION 4M,
from Rigaku innovative) having resolution of 25 mÅ. To obtain a wide range of X-ray energies, the
spectrum crystal is mounted on a motorized Z-stage which can move up and down by 15 mm. By

changing the height of the crystal with respect to the plasma we are able to cover a spectral range of 5.57.5Å. A schematic of the crystal spectrometer along with the experimental setup is shown in Figure 1a. A
sample image of one recorded X-ray spectrum is shown in Figure 1b. The X-ray spectra were analyzed
using a code developed by our group using Python software. To facilitate the angular distribution studies,
the target was mounted on the motorized X-Y-Z-θ stages. The angular distribution of K-shell resonance
lines with associated its satellites and Al XII, Al XIII and Al XIV ions are studied by mounting the X-ray
crystal spectrometer and Thomson parabola spectrometer (TPS) at 450 on each of the laser axis when
target normal and laser axis are collinear.
Two ion collectors are installed at an angle of 22.50 and 450 with respect to target normal to measure the
ion temperature and plasma expansion velocity. The schematic of ion collector is shown in Figure 1c. Our
ion collector is the simplest and most common type of probe with a plane collector and a grid for ion and
electron separation. The separation is done by means of a static field that exists between the grounded
grid and the biased (negative) collector, which will solve the problem of the contribution of secondary
electron emission and as the Faraday cup has a large area, it can be placed far away from the target to give
better resolution. The grid also separates primary electrons from the ions to be measured. The ion
collector signal can be written as
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where Uc(t) is the voltage amplitude of the collector signal on oscilloscope, N(t) is the number of ions
reaching the charge collector and Rload is the load resistance, ε is transparency of entrance grid. The time
distribution of ion charge Q can be written as
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 = 1.5 for v =7 x 106 cm/sec),
= 1.0 for v>1 x 107 cm/sec,

(2)

and = 0.5 for intermediate velocity,
The ion velocity and energy were obtained by measuring the time of flight (TOF) spectrum of ions as
shown in Figure 1d.We have verified our measurement by comparing with the results from a TPS which
provide energy spectrum of individual charge states of Al.

Figure 1(a) Schematic of experimental set up along with crystal spectrometer and ion collector (b) Image
of X-ray spectrum recorded by X-ray CCD camera, (c) Schematic of flat plate type Faraday cup (d) Ion
collector signal recorded on oscilloscope.

2.1 Crystal spectrometer:
Crystal spectrograph with flat crystals are widely used to measure the X-ray spectrum emitted from laser
produced plasmas due to a straight forward alignment process and the relative ease of operation. The
basic principle of an X-ray crystal spectrometer is the Bragg reflection from the crystal planes given by
formula 2+,-./ = .0, where d is the separation between parallel reflecting planes of the crystal, n is the
order of reflection (n=1,2,3…), and / is the Bragg angle.

When the X-ray source is a point source and collimated, the X-ray spectrum can be recorded by
rotating the crystal. However, in a laser produced plasma, it is a spherically expanding plasma which
subtends a range of angles at different positions on the crystals. The wavelengths satisfying Bragg’s
condition result in a spectrally dispersed spectrum on detector plane (X-ray CCD). If θ1 and θ2 are angles
subtended by X-rays at either ends of crystal then according to Bragg’s law we will get minimum and
maximum wavelengths given by
0 = 2+,-./

(3)

01 = 2+,-./1

(4)

These wavelengths can be written as follow in terms of geometric parameters
0 = 2+(2ℎ + 34 )/[(2ℎ + 34 )1 + 61 ]/1

01 = 2+(2ℎ − 34 )/[(2ℎ − 34 )1 + 61 ]/1

(5)
(6)

Where 234 is the detector size, h is vertical height of plasma source with respect to crystal, L/2 is the

horizontal distance between plasma source and centre of crystal (L is the distance between source and
detector) as shown in Figure 1a. The spectral resolution of crystal spectrometer can be written as
∆0 =

1
[</
[(18/9): ];/:

+ <3/6[1 + (2ℎ=6)1 ]

(7)

where ∆0 is the wavelength interval covered by ideally monochromatic X-rays from a source detected

after Bragg reflection from a crystal. The first term in the square bracket is the crystal dependent term

(rocking curve) which is 0.45 mrad for TAP crystal at 8Å and second term depends on source and
detector’s characteristics.
The spectrum resolution of a crystal depends on the source size, distance between source and
detector and the rocking angle of the crystal. Therefore, it is clear that for a fixed focal spot diameter (i.e.
a fixed source size) if we increase distance between source and detector, the resolution of the
spectrometer will increase linearly with distance however, at the same time X-ray flux reduces according

to 1/L2. Optimization is necessary between the X-ray flux and distance between source and detector. The
spectral range covered for a particular position of crystal will be reduced. In our experiment, we modified
our experimental chamber and adjusted the distance between the source and detector to obtain a higher
resolution for the study of a strong X-ray flux from the K-shell of an Al plasma. For flexibility in the
spectral range covered, we have mounted our target on motorized Z-stage. Spectral range can be changed
from 5.5 Å to 7.5Å by changing the vertical distance between plasma source and crystal, though spectral
range covered for a single setting is less than 1Å as shown in Figure 2a-d. In the present experiment, a
TAP (thallium acid phthalate) crystal with (001) plane of size 50 x 10 mm2 with a thickness of 2 mm is
used and had a 2d spacing of 25.75 Å. The crystal was kept at a distance of 175 cm from the target. The
source to detector distance is 350 cm. The detector unit was mounted on a flange having a taper angle of
15o and was connected to the port of the vacuum chamber. The recording system i.e. X-ray CCD camera
with KF 50 flange was mounted on the chamber.
3. Results and discussion
3.1. Code for image processing:
In our experiment, we have used a soft X-ray scientific digital CCD camera from Rigaku (Model XVISION – 4M) Czech Republic for the detection of X-ray lines. The CCD image sensor is a back
illuminated sensor with 2048 x 2048 pixels. The pixel size is 13.5 µm x13.5 µm and the image area
dimension is 27.6 mm x 27.6 mm. The CCD uses a 16 bit readout unit with readout speed of 25
Kpixels/sec so it takes ~168 second to read all pixels. The readings are initially stored in detector's
onboard memory and after finishing readout; data is transferred to the PC using parallel port.

Figure 2.(a-d) K-shell X-ray line emission spectrum form Al plasma showing different range of
wavelength covered by changing the distance between plasma source and the TAP crystal.
The camera is provided with proprietary software, which collects data and saves it as a raw image
without compression loss or a BMP image of 8 bit resolution with some compression. Whilst analyzing
data with the images provided by this software, we faced two serious difficulties. Firstly, the software can
export the image in BMP format with 8-bit integer values but not in ASCII format, so we lose
information. Since the BMP images have lower resolution, it is always preferable to use the raw file to
analyze data. Secondly, the proprietary software has the option of full binning but it imposes a serious
drawback of readout saturation due to a large collection of charge from a whole column of pixels and
limited range of readout unit. Additionally, the illumination of CCD is in a 2/3rd region so while binning

an un-illuminated region can contribute to a false signal. To overcome these shortcomings, we have
developed software using the Python language to handle the raw data files. Firstly, this code imports the
raw data file with full 16 bit resolution without any compression loss. Two dimensional image data is
recorded and each column of pixels corresponds to same energy, so several pixels with same energy are
added to reduce the noise in recorded spectra. In this manner, the noise is reduced by factor of√., where
n is the number of rows (In our case n=100) added to get spectrum. Figure 3 shows the comparative

spectrum processed by freely available image processing software PROMISE [19] and our code. From the
figure it is clear that data processed by other software is showing saturation whereas with our code we are
getting an unsaturated spectrum which is beneficial to calculate the X-ray line flux quantitatively.

Figure 3: Processed intensity plot of Heβ line with 8 bit BMP(―), Promise (-----) and Python (…)
software developed by our group.
3.2. Scaling with respect to energy:
The study of X-ray conversion efficiency as a function of different parameters such as laser energy and
the variation in focal spot size plays a key role in the optimization of a LPP X-ray source. Laser intensity
can be varied by two methods; one is changing the laser energy whilst keeping laser spot size and the
laser pulse duration fixed and the other method is by defocusing the laser on target whilst keeping a
constant laser energy and pulse duration [20]. In the latter case, laser intensity increases as we move

towards best focus position due to a reduction in beam diameter. In [21], it is shown that changing the
laser energy is a more efficient method to increase the conversion of laser energy into X-rays. In our case,
we have studied the K-shell X-ray line emission yield from Al plasma as a function of laser intensity
keeping the laser pulse duration and laser focal spot size fixed at 500 ps and 120 µm respectively. The
Heβ, Heγ, Heδ intensities as a function of laser intensity is shown in Figure 4. It scales as @ = (I9 )B

,where, Ix is the X-ray flux of different K-shell resonance lines of He-like Al, IL is intensity of laser and C

is a scaling exponent. The scaling component α has been calculated for all resonance lines and found to be
2.2, 2.2, 2.3 for Heβ, Heγ, Heδ respectively, which is in the same range as reported in earlier publication
[22]. The increase in resonance line yield can be inferred from the fact that as the laser intensity increases,
the temperature and thus thermal emission rapidly increases resulting in an enhancement in ionic line
intensities. Due to a relatively long pulse, 500 ps in our case, the interaction time of the laser with the
plasma is long, which gives rise to a higher scaling of lines as compared to ultra-short pulses in which
laser interacts with plasma for very small time [23].

Figure 4.Figure showing variation of intensity of Heβ, Heγ, Heδ spectral lines as function of laser
intensity

3.3. Measurement of plasma parameters:
The intensity of various resonance lines (Lyα, Lyβ, Heβ, Heγ, etc.) and associated satellites and the plasma
parameters calculated using various models and simulations are discussed below.
3.3.1. Temperature estimation:
The ratio of a satellite line to its parent resonance line is a good diagnostic for the estimation of plasma
temperatures. Satellites are formed from doubly excited levels in He-like and Li-like ions. Transitions
from these doubly excited levels appear on the long wavelength side of the resonance lines of H-like and
He-like ions. These are resonance transitions in the presence of an additional electron in the excited state
known as spectator electron. There will be a number of satellites depending upon the excited state of this
spectator electron, but the most intense and distinguishable satellite will arise from transitions having a
spectator electron in the n=2 excited state. For higher values of n, these satellites become inseparable
from its parent resonance line. In the case of H-like ions, the main transition i.e.1s-np will take place in
the presence of a spectator electron in the n’l’ state i.e. nln’l’-1sn’l’ (transition from He-like ions). In case

of He-like ions, there are two channels of radiative decay of doubly excited states from the 1,2D3D′ state,

one is the 1, 1 2D (satellite to Heβ resonance line) and the other is 1, 1 3D (satellite to Heα resonance line). In

the past, plasma parameters have been largely estimated using the Heα line and its satellite. We have
estimated the plasma temperature using the Heβ and Lyα lines and their corresponding satellites using the

model described in [22], which is more appropriate as the opacity effect is less for transitions with higher
n values.
The intensities of Li-like satellites are proportional to rate coefficients for dielectronic
recombination and the fractional abundance of He-like ions. The ratio of intensities of a Li-like satellite to
a He-like resonance line is independent of the fractional abundance of the He-like ions but strongly
depends upon temperature as resonance lines are produced by electron impact excitation. The intensity of
the satellite line is given by [25-26]

FG = HI H JK

LM
LN LM

(8)

where NHe and Ne are the densities of the He-like ion ground state and electrons respectively. Cdiel is the
LM
LN LM

dielectronic capture rate coefficient. The value

is the branching ratio for the decay of a satellite

level by radiation (Arad) against the auto-ionization rate (Aauto). The ratio of dielectronic capture rate to
autoionization rate is given by the principle of detailed balance
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where _F , _ are the statistical weights of the satellite level and the He-like ion ground state respectively,
Esat is the energy difference between these, T is electron temperature, h, m and k are Plank’s constant,

mass of electron and Boltzmann constant respectively. Therefore, the satellite intensity is given by,
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The intensity of the He-like ion resonance line is given as
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where Ccoll is the collisional excitation rate coefficient and Ddiel is the additional contribution of
dielectronic recombination. After substituting all parameters, the intensity of the resonance line is given
as
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where α ~D/C, f is the oscillator strength for excitation of resonance line, P is the gaunt factor.
Therefore, the relative intensity of a satellite to its resonance line is given as
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Here α is a correction factor which gives the contribution of unresolved satellites, after omitting the term
(1+α) and taking f ~ 0.55 and P ~ 0.2 with T in eV, equation (13) can be expressed as
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where Eres and Esat are energies of the resonance line and the satellite line above the ground state of a Helike ion. The ratio of the intensities of satellite lines and their resonance line were compared with data
provided in reference [24]. Calculated temperatures for various satellites and resonance lines are given in
the last column of the Table 1. From Table 1, it can be seen that the plasma temperature estimated by Hlike ions is more than the temperature estimated from the He-like ions. The reason for this is the spatial
position of the occurrence of the formation of H-like and He-like ions. H-like ions are formed near the
critical density where maximum laser energy is deposited. However, He-like ions are from the extended
portion of the plasmas where the plasma temperature is lower. The temperature estimated by H-like ions
is more reliable than He-like ions because the doubly excited level of Li-like ions can be populated in two
ways (i) by dielectronic recombination and (ii) by the direct excitation from the inner shell of a Li-like
ion. In this case the equation (14) may underestimate the electron temperature.
Table1. Transitions and Wavelengths of H like and He like spectral lines with satellites along with their
branching ratio and calculated plasma temperature using equation (14).
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Wavelength
λ(Å)

Transition

Branching Ratio
y
y
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R1( Lyβ)

6.05

1s-3p

R2 (Heε)

6.10

1s2-1s6p

R3(Heδ)

6.17

1s2-1s5p

R4(Heγ)

6.31

1s21S-1s4p 1P

a

6.51

1s22p 2P-1s2p4p 2D

b,c,d,e

6.48,6.44,

1s23l-1s4p3l

Temperature(eV)
Isat/Ires

6.38, 6.36
R5(Heβ)

6.63

1s2 1S0-1s3p 1P1

1

f

6.83

g

6.81

h

6.74

1s22p 2P -1s2p(3P)3p 2P
2

2

3

2

2

2

3

2

1s 2p P -1s2p( P)3p D
1s 2p P -1s2p( P)3p S1/2

0.016

0.059

267

0.09

0.19

279

0.25

0.11

370

15.22

0.091

419

1s22p 2P -1s2p(3P)3p 2D

i
R6(Lyα)

7.17

1s 2S1/2-2p 2P3/2

k

7.27

1s2p 1P1-2p2 1D2

l

7.26

1s2p 3P-2p23P

m

7.25

1s2s 3S1-2s2p 3P

n

7.23

1s2s 1S0-2s2p 1P1
1s2p 1P1-2p21S0

o

7.19

1s3p 1,3P-2p3p 1,3P 1,3D
1s3s 1,3S-2p3s 1,3P

3.3.2. Density estimation:
The broadening of ionic lines, especially Lyman and Balmer lines (which originate from Al XIII from 1snp state) are appropriate for the determination of density. Many factors contribute to the broadening of
ionic lines such as quasi-static broadening by ions, contribution of electron impact, Doppler effect and
Debye screening. Contribution of electron impact is negligible in a laser produced plasma. The main
broadening factors are Doppler broadening and ion impact i.e. the Debye screening. We have used the
Lyβ resonance line (1s – 3p), where n = 3. The effect of opacity on this line intensity is less than Lyα due
to higher n value transitions, which has a lower oscillator strength. Another reason for choosing the Lyβ
line is that the determination of density from Stark broadening is only possible with a shorter distance
from the target. Resonance lines of H- like ions are emitting from the area closer to the target. For greater
distances, the error in the subtraction of the Doppler broadening resulted in a considerable error in the
determination of the electron density. The Lyβ line is Lorentzian in shape [27] and in high density plasma
(> 1019 /cm3), stark broadening is the dominant mechanism however there will be broadening due to the
Doppler effect. Doppler broadening is due to the thermal motion of ions which results in a shift of
emission lines up or down, depending on whether the ion is moving toward or away from the observer.

The magnitude of the shift is proportional to the velocity along the line of sight resulting in a
characteristic broadening of spectral lines.
For measurement of Doppler broadening, we have used our ion collector signal and Thomson
parabola spectrum for Al XII and Al XIII ions as shown in figure 1d and 6e. The thermal ion temperature
from the ion collector is measured for the same laser shot which was used for X-ray measurement. The
peaks given by the ion collector are of Maxwellian from which we can obtain the thermal energy and
hence ion temperature. The Doppler broadening can be calculated as
∆0 =

1 1VP  1


T

(15)

In terms of energy scale the above formula gets converted into
 b = ℎ∆ =

18 1VP 1


T

(16)

where KTi is ion temperature which is 6 keV in our case from the data of the ion collector signal, m is the
atomic mass of Al, λ is wavelength of Lyβand c is the velocity of light. Doppler broadening is found to be
2.41 eV. There is a contribution of instrumental broadening due to the dispersive element in the
spectrometer, which is known as instrumental width. In our case the instrumental broadening is 3 eV,
which is usually Gaussian in nature. Since instrumental and Doppler broadening is represented by
Gaussian function, to calculate the cumulative effect on the spectrum, a convolution was taken using
following formula [28]


 G

= (KF )1 + ( b )1
.

(17)

Using this formula, the total width of the Gaussian part is given by 3.8 eV. The profile of our Lyβ
resonance line is Voigt which consists of a Gaussian profile (resulting from net effect of Doppler and
instrumental broadening) and a Lorentzian profile due to stark broadening. For extracting only stark
broadening we have used the following formula for the width of a Voigt profile [29]

Where  , F

 = 0.5346F

GbU,  is

GbU

+ 0.2166F1 GbU + 1

(18)

the FWHM of the Voigt profile, Lorentzian and Doppler respectively. By using the

above formula the width of Lorentzian profile 9 i.e. Stark broadening comes out to be 3.5 eV.
Taking the Debye screening effect into consideration, the Holtzmark formula for line width is

modified as [30].

where F

GbU

F
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Q
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is Stark broadening, Ne is electron density and Te is temperature of electrons. In this formula,

for measuring electron density we need to know the temperature of the electrons. Using different values
of temperature from Table 1, the density is found to be in the range of 1.6x1020/cm3 - 2.8x1020/cm3. The

estimation of density from the Stark broadening is more accurate compared to using the ratio of
intercombination (IC) to its resonance line (IIC /IR) [31]. The method using the ratio of IIC /IR gives a value
of density close to the target that is one order of magnitude less than that calculated by Stark broadening,
which is not correct. The density estimation using Stark broadening does not require the knowledge of the
ionization state in contrast to the method based on IIC /IR.
We have calculated the density by using the formula [32] given below
F

GbU

13 ℎ
2e  .K1 − .h1 (H )1/d
=


(20)

where Zp is charge of emitting ion, Zn is the nuclear charge, Np is density of perturbers, ni and nf are the
quantum numbers of initial and final state respectively andm is the mass of an electron. From this, the
density of ions is calculated as 2.27x1019/cm3 resulting in a density of electrons of 2.95x1020/cm3. This is
in reasonable agreement with value calculated by previous method.

3.3.3. Determination of temperature and density by FLYCHK:
For the estimation of temperature and density of plasma, simulations have been done using the FLYCHK
code [33] which generates a synthetic X-ray spectrum of Al. To find a best fit to the experimental
spectrum, a parameter scan has been performed using a range of temperatures from 50-500eV and
densities from 1012 to1021 cm-3. The simulated spectra were instrument broadened with our estimated
resolution (3 eV) using a post processor. The ratios of intensities of different resonance lines generated by
FLYCHK at different temperatures and densities were compared with line ratios generated by the
experiment. The difference between experimental ratios and theoretical ratios were plotted with respect to
different temperatures as shown in Figure 5a. From the figure, it is clear that difference between the line
ratios is minimum around a temperature of ~ 160eV. This code has used a two temperature (temperature
of hot and cold electrons) model. Fine tuning of the synthetic spectra with experimental spectra has been
done by changing the cold electron temperature to around 160 eV, the hot electron temperature scans
from 0.5-1.5 keV and ratio of hot to cold electron temperature electrons from 0.005-0.1, which yields a
best match of experimental and stimulated spectra at Tc=160 eV, Th=1000 eV, f=0.008 and density 5x1020
cm-3.

Figure 5.(a) Plot of difference between ratio of resonance lines obtained experimentally and lines
generated by FLYCHK Heβ/ Heγ (solid line), Heβ /Heδ (dash-dotted line), Heβ / Heε (dotted line)
(b) Experimental spectrum obtained for Aluminum plasma (solid line) and spectrum generated from

FLYCHK code (dotted lines) for Tc= 160 eV, Th=1000 eV, f=0.008 and density 5x1020 cm-3.

3.4. Conversion efficiency:

X-ray conversion efficiency indicates the amount of absorbed laser energy which is converted into X-ray
flux. Laser energy absorbed by the target goes into various degrees of freedom such as ionization energy,
thermal energy, ion internal excitation energy etc. Conversion of the laser light into X-rays depends on
many parameters such as the atomic numbers of the target, the wavelength of the incident laser, the
intensity of laser, the focal position etc. We have measured yield (conversion of laser energy to X-ray
energy) of Lyα, Heβ, Heγ, Heδ, Heε and Lyβ resonance lines which is found to be 0.54, 0.51, 0.41, 0.35,
0.29 and 0.13 µJ/sr respectively for incident laser energy 8.4 J.
3.5. Angular distribution:

Generally, X-ray emission from laser produced plasmas is assumed to be isotropic. However, several
authors have reported an angular distribution of Bremsstrahlung X-ray flux in different X-ray spectral
range using X-ray diodes covered with different filters [34]. In the majority of the measurements, the Xray intensity is found to be some power law of cosθ, where θ is the angle between the detector and target
normal. The spectral range in these measurements is very broad due to the X-ray filter which covers a
large range of transmission. To use LPP X-ray sources for applications such as spectroscopy, materials
studies and radigraphy, a narrow energy width (monochromatic) is required, which originates from line
emission, especially resonance lines. It is important to know the angular distribution i.e intensity of
resonance lines as a function of emission direction with respect to target normal. Plasma non-uniformity,
opacity and eclipsing of hot plasma by the target at low take off angles are two important possibilities.
Here, we have measured the X-ray emission of various radiative transition lines with respect to different
angles.We have observed a large deviation from the isotropic nature of He- like resonance lines. The
angular distribution of lines emitted from the K-shell have been studied by keeping the laser energy fixed

at 10 J.The angle between the crystal spectrometer and laser axis on target was changed by rotating the
target with the help of a /-stage. Each shot was taken on a fresh spot by moving it on a Y and Z stage.

The angular distribution of various resonance lines Heβ, Heγ, Heδ and Heε are shown in Figure 6 a-d. From

the figure, it is clear that the Heβ line (1s2-1s3p) has a higher level of anisotropy than lines with n=6
(i.e.1s2-1s6p) which are less affected by plasma opacity. Lines corresponding to transitions from higher
values of n are more appropriate for the calculation of plasma parameters. This justifies our decision to
choose Heβ and Lyβ for plasma parameter calculations. The TPS records of an Al plasma at various angle
with respect to target normal at the same laser energy as used for X-ray measurements are shown in figure
6 e-g. It is clear from the figures that the flux of Al XII, Al XIII, Al XIV ions is decreasing when target
normal is away from TPS. The results from the TPS support our measurement of angular dependency of
X-ray intensities from various resonance lines.

Figure 6.(a-d) Variation of intensity of K-shell resonance lines Heβ, Heγ, Heδ and Heε with respect to
different angles, (e-h) images of charge states of Al ions detected by Thomson parabola ion spectrometer
at different angles between target normal and Thomson parabola ion spectrometer.

4.Conclusion:
K-shell X-ray emission spectra of Al plasma using a 30 J/500 ps Nd: glass laser with intensity 1013-2x1014
W/cm2 was studied. A scaling law of He-like resonance lines of Al plasma has been obtained and found
to follow a power law E α Iα with α=2.2, 2.3, 2.4 for Heβ, Heγ, Heδ respectively. Plasma parameters have
been derived by analyzing the K-shell emission spectra.The plasma temperature is calculated via the ratio

of Li-like satellites to the Heβ line and the He-like satellite to the Lyα line. The temperature and densities
calculated by analytical models are 260 eV-420 eV and 1.6-2.8x1020 cm-3 respectively which is in good
agreement with the results obtained by FLYCHK (Te=160 eV, Th=1 keV, f=0.008 and ne=5x1020 cm-3).
The angular distribution of X-ray intensities has been found to vary significantly for low n lines e.g. Heβ
(1s2-1s3p) where opacity effects reduce for higher values of transition states n i.e. Heγ, Heδ and Heε. The
angular variation in the ion number demonstates asimilar trend as the line emission.
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